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1.  Company Background 
 

 
 

 
McNichols Company was founded in Cleveland, Ohio, by the late Robert L. McNichols, whose 
Christian principles set high standards for fair and courteous service.  Robert started the 
Company in 1952 with only $1,100 in borrowed working capital and $26,000 of perforated 
metal stock held on consignment basis.  Early in the Company’s history, Robert made sales calls, 
packed and delivered orders, and handled paperwork with only part-time assistance from his 
brother Charles and wife Phyllis.  But as business steadily grew, he realized that further growth 
and success would require extra hands, additional equipment, larger facilities, and a Quality 
Management System. 
 
More than 60 years later, McNichols Company is the nation’s largest and most diversified steel 
service center, specializing in metal products with holes in them.  Some products include 
perforated and expanded metal, wire cloth, bar grating and safety gratings.  These specialty 
items inspired the Company to adopt the theme “The Hole Story.”  The products have become 
so popular that McNichols has grown from one employee to “a Hole Team” of more than 330 
employees, with district service centers and field sales offices coast to coast. 
 
Throughout its dramatic growth, the founding principles have continued to serve the Company.  
Robert McNichols believed in a caring, sharing relationship with employees, each of whom he 
encouraged to uphold high standards of honesty, integrity and devotion to service.  These 
beliefs have been carried forward by the second and third generation.  Now headquartered in 
Tampa, Florida, McNichols Company continues to strengthen its ability to serve its customers 
through continuous improvement of products and service and efficiencies within the Company.  
The McNichols Team counts it a privilege to serve those customers who choose The Hole Team 
each day. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

This Quality Manual demonstrates and documents McNichols Company’s commitment to 
maintaining a high-level of quality and customer service within an environment that has safety 
as a first priority, is focused on the customers, and fosters continual improvement.  
 

2.1 Conformance and Compliance Standards 

The Quality Manual is intended to demonstrate conformance to  
ANSI/ISO/ASQ Q9001-2008 American National Standard: Quality management systems 
— Requirements. This standard is the United States’ legal equivalent of the 
ISO 9001:2008 international standard. These two reference numbers may be used 
interchangeably in this manual and the quality management system. In all other 
references to this conformance standard in this manual or quality management system 
documents, the reference to the year of the current edition is not used. Reference to 
this conformance standard also implies reference to all guidance standards contained 
therein.  

2.2 Other Relevant Standards  

None 

2.3 Abbreviations, Acronyms and Definitions 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 
 

ASQ American Society for Quality 
 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 
 

PDF Portable Document Format, a file system extension used to designate a 
document that conforms to the requirements of international standard 
ISO 32000-1, Document management – Portable document format – Part 1: 
PDF 1.7 
 

QMS Quality Management System. Mythical True Value Metrology is in the 
process of changing this to BMS – Business Management System. The 
change will be fully implemented in this document after all level 2 
documents have been updated.  
 

2.4 Services Offered 

McNichols Company is a sales, marketing and distribution organization focused  on  metal and 
composite grating, expanded and perforated metals, wire mesh and wire cloth  and related 
products.  McNichols also provides cutting and manufacturing services. 
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2.5 Parent Organization  

McNichols is a wholly owned corporation and is not a subsidiary of any other corporation 

2.6 Purpose of This Manual 

McNichols Company’s overall commitment to quality in work practice and customer service is 
defined through its Standard Operation Procedures related processes. Through each of these 
processes, the Quality Management System is aligned with the goals and strategic direction of 
the organization. The Quality Management System as described in this Quality Manual defines 
the department’s commitment:  

 by demonstrating its ability to consistently provide quality service that meets customer 
and applicable regulatory requirements, 

 by addressing customer satisfaction through the effective application of the system, 
including processes for continual improvement and the prevention of nonconformity, 

 through employee empowerment, especially for innovative action to improve the 
department’s performance, and 

 through orderly change management that will maintain a high level of service in 
technologically complex and fast-paced environments, both to accommodate 
technological change and for continual improvement of the technical skill and capability.  

 
This Quality Manual provides an overview of the quality policies and key requirements for the 
department. It is the source of reference for all matters dealing with quality. It is available for 
inspection by our customers, potential customers, third party quality auditors, and regulatory 
agencies.  

2.7 Scope of the Business Management System and Exclusions 

Scope:  Order Entry and Contract Review, Purchasing, Quality Assurance, Receiving and 
Receiving Inspection, Order Processing and In Process Inspection, Packaging, 
Shipping and Final Inspection 
 

Exclusions:  ISO 9001 clause 7.3 Design and Development.  
 

2.7.1 Quality Manual  

This Quality Manual and its subsidiary documents describe the Quality Management System 
of McNichols Company with all applicable requirements of the ISO 9001 International 
Standard. It addresses pertinent requirements of the standard and includes references to 
documented quality procedures that apply to McNichols Company. Compliance is 
demonstrated through the formal ISO registration process.  
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2.7.2 Subsidiary Documents 

In addition, there are several subsidiary quality documents that include information on: 

 Organizational structure 

 Quality responsibilities and authorities 

 McNichols Company’s business processes including core and support processes  
 
These documents are referenced in this Quality Manual but are not part of it.  

2.7.3 Lotus Notes 

The Lotus Notes is an important piece of the McNichols Company QMS. Lotus Notes 
contains the documents and applications that define the management controls by which 
the company demonstrates conformance to its QMS. It also demonstrates the effectiveness 
of the QMS towards attainment of management objectives. 
 
This network contains at least the following documents and records: 

 Controlled Documents: Standard Operation Procedures, Quality Plans, Work 
Instructions, and Forms 

 Internal Auditing Information: including audit schedule, audit checklists, plus 
conformance criteria; conformance responsibility; and objective evidence criteria for 
each control. These controls are further described in the corresponding quality 
procedures.  

 Audit findings that assess compliance and effectiveness and needs for improvement 

 Corrective and preventive activities for continual improvement 

 Summaries of Management Review meetings, including action items and their 
current status of accomplishments. 

 Other support documents as needed to supplement this information. 

2.7.4 Permissible Exclusions and Mitigation  

McNichols Company does not provide design, development or engineering services.  

3. DISTRIBUTION AND REVIEW 

3.1 Circulation List 

The Quality Manual is maintained on the McNichols.com website as a read-only document 
and is available to all Customers, associates and to other interested parties. All copies 
printed from the network are reference copies and are uncontrolled. Electronic copies other 
than the one visible on Mcnichols.com are reference copies and are uncontrolled.  
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3.2 Procedures for Updating the Quality Manual 

The Quality Manual will be reviewed by McNichols Company management and revised as 
required. After management review, the Quality Manual is updated (if needed) by 
incorporating all approved changes. The Management Representative may approve minor 
changes and updates to the Quality Management System. (Minor changes include, for 
example, spelling corrections, punctuation corrections where the sense of the sentence is 
not changed, or maintaining hyperlinks and references to other documents on the 
network.) The revision date is updated, and the document is re-approved and released as a 
new issue in its entirety. The revision data on the cover refers to the entire document. 
Procedures for quality policies and procedures documents within the QMS are covered in 
section 4.2.3 Control of Documents, and implemented by SOP-0005 Document Control. 
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3. Document Revision History  
 

Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

 
Quality Manual 

 

 
Entire Manual 

 
12/01/02 

 
Initial release of online version. 

 
5.5.1 

 
Responsibility and 

Authority 

 
03/01/04 

 
Added reference to organizational chart 
and removed chart. 

 
Changed responsibility of Purchasing 
Department from Director of Purchasing 
to Vice President of Purchasing 

 

 
7.4.1 

 
Purchasing Process 

 
03/01/04 

 
Records of evaluations are provided to 
suppliers. 
 

 
7.5.3 

 
Identification and 

Traceability 

 
04/27/04 

 
Further described how traceability is 
accomplished. 
 

 
7.6 

 
Control of 

Monitoring and 
Measuring Devices 

 
04/27/04 

 
Identified where the calibration schedule 
is maintained. 
 
Clarified tape measures are the primary 
measuring device, and that calipers, 
micrometers and other standards are used 
for investigative purposes. Added that no 
computer software is used. 
 

 
5.4.2 

 
Quality 

Management 
System Plan 

 
04/27/04 

 
Further described how the integrity of the 
Quality Management System is 
maintained when changes to the Quality 
Management system are planned and 
implemented. 
 

 
4.1 

 
General 

Requirements 

 
04/27/04 

 
Listed typical outsourced processes and 
that they are controlled by the purchasing 
process. 
 

 
7.1 

 
Planning of 

Product Realization 

 
04/27/04 

 
Planning includes establishing 
requirements for clarification, validation, 
monitoring, inspection and test activities 
and the criteria for acceptance. Processes 
are controlled by process tickets. 
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Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

 
7.2.1 

 

 
Determination of 

Requirements 
Related to the 

Product 
 

 
04/27/04 

 
Customers place orders primarily from 
catalogs. Customer service personnel 
direct customers to catalog selections. 
 
Statutory and regulatory requirements are 
processed at Contract Review.  
 
Additional requirements such as standard 
tolerance are documented or built into 
the system. 
 

 
7.5.2 

 
Validation of 
Processes for 
Production 

 

 
04/27/04 

 
Statement about retesting certified 
welders and maintenance of records. 

 
7.5.4 

 
Customer Property 

 
04/27/04 

 
When Customer Supplied Property is lost, 
damaged or found to be unsuitable, it is 
documented on the order paperwork and 
records are maintained. 
 

 
8.2.2 

 
Internal Audit 

 
04/27/04 

 
Auditors review records as verification of 
planned arrangements. 
 

 
8.5.1 

 
Continual 

Improvement 

 
04/27/04 

 

 
Clarified continuous improvement is 
achieved through quality objectives that 
support the Quality Policy. 
 

 
1 

 
Quality Manual 
Authorization 

Signatures 

 
03/15/05 

 
Removed Herbert T. Goetchius as 
Executive Vice President/General Manager 
and added Scott M. McNichols; changed 
titles of Herbert W. Hildebrand and David 
J. Brenneman from Vice President to 
Senior Vice President; removed Scott M. 
McNichols as Vice President and Chief 
Budget Officer; removed Larry F. Jones as 
Vice President and Chief Personnel 
Officer. 
 

 
2 

 
Company 

Background 

 
03/15/05 

 
Removed reference to Gene McNichols as 
President of McNichols Company. 
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Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

 
5.1 

 

 
Management 
Commitment 

 

 
03/15/05 

 
District management conferences changed 
from bi-weekly to monthly. 

 
Quality Manual 

 

 
Entire Manual 

 
03/15/05 

 
All references to Senior Leadership Team 
changed to Senior Management to reflect 
current corporate structure. 
 

 
5.5.1 

 
Responsibility and 

Authority 

 
03/15/05 

 
Senior Management responsibility 
changed to selected member participation 
in Management Review Meetings. 
 
Employee Services added responsibility for 
training records. 
 
Director of Quality Assurance removed 
responsibility for training records. 
 
Director of Marketing title changed to Vice 
President of Marketing. Added 
responsibility for customer satisfaction 
surveys and measurements. 
 

 
5.6 

 
Management 

Review 

 
03/15/05 

 
Specified that selected members of Senior 
Management review the Quality 
Management System instead all members 
of Senior Management. 
 

 
8.5.2 

 
Corrective 

Action 

 
03/15/05 

 
Removed reference to Supplier Corrective 
Actions. 
 

 
7.4.1 

 
Purchasing Process 

 
03/15/05 

 
Added reference to Supplier Corrective 
Action Request (SCAR) process. 
 

Authorization 
Signatures & 4.2.3 

Signatures and 
Control of 

Documents 

1/15/07 Removed Hildebrand and Dennard from 
Signature, added Will Hoover.  Changed 
SOP reference from Document and Data 
Control to Document Control. 
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Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

 
5.5.1 

 

 
Responsibility and 

Authority 
 

 
01/15/08 

 

 
Vice President of Purchasing changed to 
Vice President of Supply Services 

5.6 Management 
Review 

01/15/08 The Quality Management System is 
reviewed quarterly, at a minimum 
changed to The Quality Management 
System is reviewed periodically 
throughout the year. 

Authorization 
Signatures  

Quality Manual 
Authorization 

02/19/09 Changed David J. Brenneman title from Sr. 
Vice President of Sales and Purchasing to 
Sr. Vice President of Sales. Added Chris 
Custer National Operations Manager 
signature line. Added Mike Letterman, 
Quality Assurance Team Leader and 
Management Representative signature 
line.  

4.1 General 
Requirements 

02/19/09 Revised Product Realization Process 
Interactions to move “Invoice” after “Pull 
Material from Storage” 

5.5.1 Responsibility and 
Authority 

02/19/09 Title Change: Vice President of Purchasing 
changed to Vice President of Supply 
Service. Director of Quality Assurance to 
Quality Assurance Team Leader 

5.5.2 Management 
Representative 

02/19/09 Changed Director of Quality Assurance to 
Quality Assurance Team Leader 

5.6 Management 
Review 

02/19/09 Changed: The Quality Management 
System is reviewed quarterly, at a 
minimum to The Quality Management 
System is reviewed periodically 
throughout the year. 

6.3 Infrastructure 02/19/09 Deleted last sentence: System users 
suggest improvements using the 
preventative action system. 

7.2.3 Customer 
Communication 

02/19/09 Changed paragraph from “Feedback from 
new customers is solicited through the use 
of a New Customer Questionnaire. 
Customer complaints are documented and 
tracked in nonconformity reports (QIDs). 
Other methods used to obtain feedback 
are telemarketing and surveys.” 
 
To “Methods used to obtain new and 
active customer feedback are 
telemarketing and surveys. Customer 
complaints are documented and tracked 
in nonconformity reports (QIDs) and new 
and active customer surveys. “ 
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Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

7.4.2 Purchasing 
Information 

02/19/09 Changed sentence from All such 
documents are reviewed for completeness 
and for adequacy of specified 
requirements and approved by designated 
personnel prior to release to These 
documents are reviewed for completeness 
and for adequacy of specified 
requirements and approved by designated 
personnel prior to release.  

7.4.3 Verification of 
Purchased Product 

02/19/09 Removed “all” Before use, incoming 
materials and services are inspected with 
the intention of verifying that purchased 
goods and/or services conform to 
specified requirements. 

8.5.2 Correction Action 02/19/09 Changed Director of Quality Assurance to 
Quality Assurance Team Leader.  

8.5.3 Preventative 
Action 

02/19/09 Changed Director of Quality Assurance to 
Quality Assurance Team Leader 

7 TOC 10/22/09 7.6 Changed Measuring Devices to 
Measuring Equipment 

7 Product Realization 10/22/09 Changed Measuring Devices to Measuring 
Equipment 

4.2.4 Control of Records 10/22/09 Changed “disposal” to “disposition” 

5.5.1 Responsibility & 
Authority 

10/22/09 Changed “Director of Information 
Systems” to “Direction of Networking and 
Telecommunications” 

6.2.2 Competence, 
Training and 
Awareness 

10/22/09 Changed title from “Competence, 
Awareness, Training” to “Competence, 
Training and Awareness” 

6.3 Infrastructure 10/22/09 Changed “Director of Information 
Systems” to “Director of Networking and 
Telecommunications” 

6.4. Work Environment 10/22/09 Added: McNichols Company takes great 
pride in the work environment (defined as 
the physical, environmental, and other 
factors such as noise, temperature, 
humidity, lighting, or weather) …. 

6.4. Work Environment 10/22/09 Changed “A safety officer” to “An 
Operations Manager” 

7.1 Planning of 
Product Realization 

10/22/09 Added: Planning for these processes 
includes establishing requirements for 
verification, validation, monitoring, 
measurement,.. 
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Unit Section Revision Date Changes 

7.5.1 Control of 
Production 

10/22/09 Changed third paragraph “Measuring 
devices are available at all workstations.. 
to “Measuring Equipment …” 

7.5.4 Customer Property 10/22/09 Added definition of Customer Property 
“Customer property is defined as personal 
data that identifies or has sensitive 
information that includes but is not 
limited to names, addresses, contacts, 
bank account and/or credit card 
information, and other details, that is 
controlled by the McNichols Company 
network.” 

7.6 Control of 
Monitoring & 

Measuring 
Equipment 

10/22/09 Changed title from “Control of Monitoring 
and Measuring Devices” to “Control of 
Monitoring and Measuring Equipment” 
 
First paragraph “McNichols Company 
provides its Operations personnel with 
monitoring and measuring equipment 
 
Second paragraph “The calibration status 
for McNichols measuring equipment 
(other than a tape measure)… 
 
Fourth paragraph “Measuring equipment 
is handled and stored in a manner.. 

8.2.1 Customer 
Satisfaction 

10/22/09 Changed “Customer Surveys and 
Questionnaires” to “Customer Satisfaction 
Surveys and Questionnaires” 

8.2.2 Internal Audit 10/22/09 Changed “records are maintained” to 
“records shall be maintained” 
 
Changed “provide evidence of the action 
taken” to “provide evidence of the 
necessary corrective actions taken” 

8.2.3 Monitoring and 
Measurement of 

Processes 

10/22/09  Deleted “They are discussed by “Best 
Practice” teams, which help develop 
improved processes and procedures’ 

8.2.4 Monitoring and 
Measurement of 

Product 

10/22/09 Added: …and before it is packaged and 
shipped to the customer. 
 
Added: ….product meets the specified 
requirements for delivery to the customer 

Entire Document Entire Document 1/04/10 Changed all references of ISO 9001:2000 
to ISO 9001:2008 

Entire Document Entire Document 10/17/11 Remove page numbers for integration into 
the QMS 

5.1 Management 
Commitment 

10/17/11 Changed “Publishing monthly quality 
reports” to “Ensuring access to Quality 
Reporting Tools” 

Entire Document  Entire Document 10/17/11 Changed all references of Quality 
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Assurance to Quality 
 
And changed all references of Quality 
Assurance Team Leader to Manager of 
Quality and Service Excellence 

5.4. Quality Objectives 10/17/11 Redesigned Quality Pyramid; changed 
“Coach To Win” to “Individual Coaching” 

5.6 Management 
Review 

10/17/11 Changed “periodically” to “bi-annually” 

6.3 Infrastructure 10/17/11 Changed “monthly” inspection to 
“quarterly” 

Entire Document Entire Document 10/17/11 Changed all references of Director of 
Networking and Telecommunications to 

VP and CTO 

7.5.2 Validation of 
Processes for 
Production 

10/17/11 Added “(The Hole Standards Manual”) and 
reference to FCD-0123 

5.5.1 Responsibility & 
Authority 

11/22/11 Revised Leadership areas of responsibility 
per VPs 

5.5.2 Management 
Representative 

11/28/11 Added Org. Chart 

5.5.1 Responsibility & 
Authority 

3/5/12 Added Vice President of Operations; 
revised CFO to reflect changes. 

5.5.2 Management 
Representative 

3/5/12 Deleted Vice Chairman.  Revised reporting 
structure to reflect reorganizational 

changes. 

5.5.2 Management 
Representative 

11/27/12 Revised Org. Chart. 

5.5.1 Responsibility & 
Authority 

11/27/12 Revised reporting structure to reflect 
reorganizational changes. 

5.5.2 Management 
Representative 

2/21/13 Revised org chart to reflect 
reorganizational changes. 

5.5.1 Responsibility & 
Authority 

2/21/13 Revised reporting structure to reflect 
reorganizational changes. Added President 

2.0 Company 
Background 

2/21/13 New Logo to represent 60 yrs of service 

2.0-3.2 Company Quality 
Details, Scope of 

QMS 

1/15/2014 Net New content to better describe the 
QMS and Quality Manual Revision Process 

5.5.1  Responsibility and 
Authority 

1/15/2014 Updated due to leadership changes 
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4.  Quality Management System 
 
 
 
4.1 General Requirements 
 
McNichols Company has established, documented and implemented a Quality Management 
System that is maintained with the intent to continually improve its effectiveness and 
efficiency, enable McNichols Company to achieve the expectations of its Quality Policy, and 
satisfy its customers.  The Quality Management System standardizes the processes at all 
McNichols Company facilities, to the extent possible, to ensure consistency in providing 
superior products and superior customer service. 
 
Senior Management has identified the processes needed for the Quality Management 
System, and the responsibilities and interaction of the processes that ensure their effective 
operation and control.  Measurements and analysis of processes are utilized to gauge when 
to implement actions necessary to improve the Quality Management System and ensure 
customer satisfaction. 
 
McNichols Company management ensures availability of resources and information 
necessary to support the operation and monitoring of processes.  Through the use of self-
assessments, data analysis, verification activities and management review, management 
ensures the Quality Management System is effective. 
 
Where outsourced processes are used, McNichols Company implements appropriate 
controls to ensure those suppliers provide product that meets our requirements. Typical 
outsourced processes include product finishing, such as galvanizing, delivery services, 
calibration of precision measuring devices, and preventive maintenance of machinery.  
Outsourced processes are controlled by the purchasing processes as stated in Quality 
Manual section 7.4.1. 
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4.2 Documentation Requirements 
 
4.2.1 General 
 
McNichols Company Quality Management System documentation includes: 
 

 Quality Policy and Objectives 

 Quality Manual 

 Standard Operating Procedures as required by ISO 9001:2008 

 Additional Standard Operating Procedures and Work Instructions are documented 
as needed to ensure effectiveness and control of processes within the Quality 
Management System 

 The Safety Manual provides information and specifies regulatory requirements to 
ensure a safe working environment 

 Records are established and maintained for all processes in the scope of the Quality 
Management System and provide evidence of conformity and effectiveness of the 
Quality Management System 

 
4.2.2 Quality Manual 
 
This Quality Manual is applicable to all locations of McNichols Company, and is designed to 
comply with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008, excluding section 7.3 Design Development 
and section 7.5 Service Provision.  McNichols Company performs no design or service 
activities.  Procedures required by ISO 9001:2008 are referenced in the Quality Manual. 
 
4.2.3 Control of Documents 
 
All documents required by the Quality Management System are controlled.  A documented 
procedure defines controls needed to ensure: 
 

 proper authorization 

 current revision status 

 legibility 

 identity 

 accessibility 

 prevention of unintended use of obsolete documents 
 
Reference: SOP-0005 Document Control 
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4.2.4   Control of Records 
 
Records provide evidence that the quality system is operated in accordance with 
documented procedures and are used to measure conformance to and the effectiveness of 
the Quality Management System.  They are stored for various periods of time, depending 
on the type of record, or as specified by customer contract or other outside regulation.  
These records are accessible by McNichols Company employees, customers, and suppliers 
on a need-to-know basis. 
 
A documented procedure identifies controls needed for identification, storage, protection, 
retrieval, retention and disposition of quality records. 
 
Reference:  SOP-0016   Quality Records
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5.  Management Responsibility 
 
5.1 Management Commitment 
 
Senior Management at Corporate Headquarters and District Managers at each service 
center, representing top management at McNichols Company, demonstrate commitment to 
the development and continuous improvement of the Quality Management System by 
communicating the importance of meeting customer requirements, as well as applicable 
statutory and regulatory requirements, using the following methods: 
 

 Monthly district management and operations management conferences  

 Establishing the Quality Policy and promoting it with all employees 

 Establishing quality objectives at Strategic Planning sessions 

 Ensuring access to Quality reporting tools 

 Conducting management reviews 

 Ensuring availability of resources 
  
5.2 Customer Focus 
 
The Marketing Department employs various techniques, including direct customer contact 
and extensive data analysis, to ensure customer requirements are identified.  Senior 
Management ensures customer requirements are determined and met with the aim of 
enhancing customer satisfaction.  They ensure customer requirements are communicated 
and understood by all employees, whether they have customer contact or support those 
employees that do.  Emphasis is placed on process improvement to ensure current and 
potential customer needs and expectations are satisfied.  Customer requirements include: 
 

 competitive pricing 

 quality of material supplied 

 customer service 

 on-time shipment 

 product availability 

 quality suppliers 

 quality processing 
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Customer Service personnel are responsible for ensuring customer requirements are being 
met and the product meets or exceeds our customers’ expectations.  Methods used to 
ensure customer satisfaction are: 
 

 review of order requirements prior to commitment to supply the product 

 evaluation of customer prints, specifications, terms and conditions 

 order approval process 

 final review and acceptance of customer’s purchase order, if issued 

 acknowledgment of order 
 
5.3 Quality Policy 
 
It is the mission of McNichols Company to provide superior products with superior 
customer service.  Senior Management has established the Quality Policy: 
 
SERVICE, QUALITY and PERFORMANCE “That's The Hole Story!" 
 
McNichols Company employees understand their role in supporting the Quality Policy and 
objectives in terms of: 
 

 Service – Product that meets customer requirements 

 Quality – Degree or grade of excellence in the product we provide 

 Performance – Measurement that validates how well we are meeting customer 
requirements and expectations, and continually improving the effectiveness of the 
Quality Management System. 

The Quality Policy is communicated in meetings, training sessions, the Company newsletter, 
and new-hire orientation, and it is prominently posted in every McNichols facility to ensure 
it is known and understood, implemented and maintained by everyone in the Company.  It 
is reviewed for continuing suitability at Management Review meetings. 
 
5.4 Planning 
 
5.4.1 Quality Objectives 
 
Quality objectives support the Quality Policy and provide employees with direction and 
focus.  Senior Management establishes Company objectives based on customer 
requirements and management’s expectations of current and future needs of its customers 
and employees.  Company objectives are stated in the Strategic Plan and are revised as 
necessary based on the evaluation at Management Review meetings. Each Headquarters 
department and district location establishes goals that support the Company objectives, 
and employees set goals to support the department or district goals.  Achievement of goals 
and objectives is measured, documented and reported on a regular basis to ensure 
continuous improvement.  Results are reviewed at Management Review meetings.   
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5.4.2 Quality Management System Planning 
 
Documented quality plans, procedures, work instructions and position qualification 
checklists define responsibilities and authorities and control processes to ensure customer 
requirements and Company objectives are met.  Changes to the Quality Management 
System are planned to ensure integrity is maintained though implementation. Project 
Teams are appointed to identify all processes affected by the change and to ensure 
responsibilities are defined and documented procedures are in place if needed. 
 
5.5 Responsibility, Authority and Communication 
 
5.5.1 Responsibility and Authority 
 
Organizational relationships of positions that affect quality are documented in an 
organizational chart maintained online and are defined as follows: 
 
Senior Management  

 Participation in executive Management Review meetings by selected members 

 Definition of Company objectives 

 Allocation of resources 

 Communication of Quality Policy 

 Definition and communication of responsibilities and authorities within McNichols 
Company 

 Definition of current and future needs and expectations of present and potential 
customers 

 
President  

 Overall daily sales and operations management 

 Strategic plan oversight and management 

 Senior leadership team management 

 Company wide communications 
 
Executive Vice President & Chief Personnel Officer 

 Compliance with regulatory and legal requirements 

 Company and Estate Planning 
  

Executive Vice President of Sales and Strategy 

 Maintain and enhance supplier relationships 

 Sales and strategy direction 

 CRM as relates to sales 

 Sales reporting as relates to sales 

 Develop supplier strategy  
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Executive Vice President  & Chief Financial Officer   

 Accounting/Finance/Credit 

 Tax/Regulatory Reporting Compliance 

 Banking Relationships 

 Company Insurance 

 Real Estate Management 

 Facility Services 

 Employee Services including recruitment and benefits 
 
Vice President of Supply Services 

 Procurement and Supplier Management 

 Supplier performance and score carding 

 Supply services strategy and alignment 

 Product and Service Management 

 Purchase Order Management 

 Custom Product Services Management 

 Logistics Management 

 Planning and Inventory Management 
 
Vice President of Sales and Operations 

 Sales 

 District Management 

 Custom Product Sales 

 Safety Compliance 

 Company Operations Strategy 

 Lean Enterprise  

 Physical Inventory Control 

 Storage and Retrieval 

 Fabrication Capabilities and Processes 

 Outside Fabrication Supplier 
  

Vice President of Marketing & Business Development 

 Present new business opportunities 

 Strategic oversight of Marketing 

 Strategic oversight of Technology 

 Strategic oversight of ecommerce  

 Product pricing strategy 

 Tradeshows 

 Advertising and public relations 

 Analytics, surveys and Audio Visual 

 Internal & external communications 

 Search Engine optimization 
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Vice President & Chief Technology Officer 

 Business Continuity 

 Information Services 

 System life-cycles 

 Department Planning 

 Project Management Services 

 Learning and Development Programs 

 Technology Vendor Management 
 

Manager of Quality & Service Excellence 

 External/ Internal auditor program 

 ISO compliance 

 Controlled documentation system 

 Quality measurements 

 Management review meetings 

 Business Process Analysis and Engineering 
 

General Manager  

 Profitability 

 Customer Service support 

 Customer Service Assistance 

 Compliance to the Quality Management System 

 Management Review meetings 

 District goals 

 Facility – overall condition, safety and work environment 

 Local supplier management 

 Evaluation of staffing and equipment  

 Resources to meet the needs of the business 

 Regional Sales Management 

 Regional Operations Management 

 Field sales 
 
District Operations Manager/Operations Manager  

 Participation in Management Review meetings 

 Warehouse safety 

 Calibration system 

 Equipment maintenance and preventive maintenance 

 Workmanship 

 Inventory control 

 Control of nonconforming product 

 New hire training 
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5.5.2 Management Representative 
 
Senior Management has appointed the Manager of Quality & Service Excellence as the 
Management Representative with the responsibility and authority to implement and maintain 
the Quality Management System in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 requirements. This 
includes: 
 

 Communicating changes to the Quality Management System 

 Ensuring that processes needed for the Quality Management System are established, 
implemented and maintained 

 Reporting to Senior Management regarding performance of Quality Management 
System and need for improvement 

 Ensuring promotion of awareness of customer requirements throughout the 
organization 

 Acting as liaison to the quality system registrar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5.3 Internal Communication 
 
Internal communication methods include departmental meetings, safety meetings, committee 
meetings, Company newsletter, and quality-related graphs and charts indicating progress 
towards meeting goals and objectives. 
 
McNichols Intranet and Internet are valuable sources of information and are accessible to all 
employees.  Notification for the need for quality documentation revisions is handled online 
using an electronic documentation system.  E-mail is the method of communication for basic 
correspondence.  Corrective and Preventive Actions, Management Review meeting minutes, 
Internal Audit reports and Quality Reports are entered online and routed and maintained in 
databases that are accessible to all employees. 
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5.6 Management Review 
 
The Quality Management System is reviewed bi-annually, on the corporate level by selected 
members of Senior Management and the Quality Department, and by district management at 
the district levels, to ensure the system is suitable, adequate and effective. The standard 
agenda for the meeting includes: 
 
Review Input 
 

 Results of audits 

 Customer feedback 

 Process performance and product conformity 

 Status of preventive and corrective actions 

 Follow-up actions from previous management reviews 

 Changes that could affect the Quality Management System 

 Recommendations for improvements 
 
Review Output 
 

Decisions and actions related to: 

 Improvement of the effectiveness of the Quality Management System and its processes 

 Improvement of product related to customer requirements 

 Resource needs 
 
Minutes of Management Review meetings are recorded and maintained in the Management 
Review database and are accessible to all employees for review. 
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6.  Resource Management 
 
6.1 Provision of Resources 
 
Senior Management is responsible for providing resources at McNichols Company with 
consideration to opportunities for growth, profitability, efficiencies, safety, customer and 
employee satisfaction, and continual improvement of the Quality Management System. At 
quarterly strategic planning sessions, Senior Management addresses resource requirements 
based on data analysis of customer needs, management personnel input, and employee survey 
results.  Management identifies staffing requirements based on productivity reports and the 
area’s future-needs analysis. 
 
6.2 Human Resources 
 
6.2.1 General 
 
McNichols managers develop and maintain job descriptions and qualification criteria for all 
positions. Hiring practices include evaluation of the individual’s education and skill level, as well 
as previous experience. After completing training programs, employees are required to 
demonstrate competence prior to carrying out activities independently. 
 
6.2.2 Competence, Training and Awareness 
 
Job skills relevant to the position are documented in a Position Qualification Checklist (PQC), 
which details required completion time frames and competency requirements for each position 
affecting product quality. The employee and trainer sign the checklist as each area of 
competency is completed. The appropriate type of training is provided for each position, which 
includes awareness of the relevance and importance of the employee’s activities and their 
contribution to the Quality Policy. 
 
McNichols Company provides new-hire orientation, on-the-job training, and in-house training 
for all employees.  Specialized training programs are provided for certain positions.  Requests 
for external training, seminars, etc., are considered based on relevance to required work, 
career path, etc.  Management personnel are especially encouraged to utilize continuing 
education opportunities through academic courses, conferences and seminars.  Certifications 
where required, continuing education and other job-related training records are documented in 
the employee’s training file and maintained at Corporate Headquarters. 
 
Effectiveness of the training provided is evaluated by trainee feedback, written examination, or 
demonstration of skill competency as appropriate for the training objective.  Other methods 
used to evaluate employee training and competence are scheduled performance reviews and 
360 Reviews for all managers, with input from managers, direct reports and peers. When 
repeated non-compliances or other quality problems are traceable to a specific employee or 
process, the Manager may request retraining for the individual. 
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6.3 Infrastructure 
 
Management ensures personnel are provided the proper tools to carry out their jobs. 
 
The Facilities Department at Headquarters is responsible for the layout design of each district 
plant.  District Managers are responsible for maintaining the facility, including completion of a 
quarterly inspection checklist that details repairs and maintenance needed. 
 
Operations Managers are responsible for maintenance and repair of processing equipment 
such as saws, shears, measuring devices, and material handling equipment, as well as overall 
cleanliness and safety in the warehouse.  They ensure adequate and appropriate supplies are 
on hand.  
 
Company objectives drive the need for computer system improvement and integration.  
Periodic review of new technology by the Information Services Department frequently drives 
computer needs.   
 
The VP and Chief Technology Officer is responsible for providing and maintaining computer 
hardware and software, computer servers and network, telecommunications systems and 
equipment, as well as other equipment like printers and facsimile machines.  The Information 
Services Department is responsible for sustained operation of these systems to ensure superior 
customer service is provided at all times. 
 
6.4 Work Environment 
 
McNichols Company takes great pride in the work environment (defined as the physical, 
environmental and other factors such as noise, temperature, humidity, lighting or weather) it 
provides for its employees.  McNichols facilities undergo a monthly inspection conducted by the 
district management to ensure buildings and equipment is clean, safe, in good condition and 
suitable for the job activities. 
 
Safety is a priority at McNichols Company.  An Operations Manager oversees safety programs 
and ensures monthly safety meetings are conducted.  Personal protective equipment is 
provided and worn in all areas outside the safe zone as specified by the Safety Manual.  
Ergonomic assessments are periodically conducted to ensure workstations are designed 
adequately for comfort and safety. 
 
Employees are offered a variety of programs that encourage involvement in the organization, 
as well as enhance their personal and professional development.  Company events encourage 
social interaction among employees. Team participation in charitable events facilitates 
socialization and benefits the community. 
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7.  Product Realization 
 
7.1 Planning of Product Realization 
 
McNichols Company is a distributor of specialty “Hole” products. Value-added processing 
services such as customized fabrication are also provided. McNichols has planned and 
developed the processes needed to meet customer requirements for these products and 
services.  When necessary, processes are modified to meet current or expected customer 
needs, and new technology or processing is implemented.  Planning for these processes 
includes establishing requirements for verification, validation, monitoring, measurement, 
inspection and test activities and the criteria for acceptance specific to the product. 
 
Process documents (procedures and work instructions) outline specific instructions for product 
realization processes in order to meet product objectives and requirements. As new processes 
are developed or old ones are improved, these process documents are written/revised and 
released for implementation, allowing adequate time for required training and skills 
development.  Processes are controlled by process tickets that specify material type, 
dimensions and tolerances, whether McNichols' standard or specified by the customer. 
 
Records needed to provide evidence that these processes and resulting product meet 
requirements are outlined in SOP-0016 Quality Records. 
 
7.2 Customer-related Processes 
 
7.2.1 Determination of Requirements Related to the Product 
 
McNichols Company customers place orders primarily from product catalogs that describe 
product specifications and intended use. Extensive product training enables Customer Service 
Specialists to direct customers to catalog selections that meet customer order requirements, 
including product type, size, gauge, material type, quantity, special packaging, traceability, 
delivery, price and quality.  Products do not typically have statutory or regulatory requirements; 
however, if they do, they are made a part of contract review.  Additional requirements 
identified by McNichols Company, such as standard processing tolerances, are included in 
documented work instructions, and/or built into the order entry system. 
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7.2.2 Review of Requirements Related to the Product 
 
Product information is made available to customers through the use of printed product 
catalogs, the McNichols Internet site, trade shows and directly from Customer Service 
Specialists.  Prior to accepting an order, customer requirements are reviewed to ensure that 
they are understood and that McNichols Company has the ability to meet the specifications.  
Any differences or changes to the order are resolved and confirmed prior to acceptance of the 
order.  Changes to the order are documented and are communicated to order approvers, 
product managers, suppliers, customer service assistants, and operations personnel as 
applicable.  Once order requirements are identified, reviewed and confirmed with the 
customer, orders are approved by personnel with order approval authority, as identified by 
management, and submitted for order fulfillment.  Order review records are maintained per 
SOP-0016 Quality Records. 
 
Reference:  SOP-0003 Contract Review 
 
7.2.3 Customer Communication 
 
Written Quotations and Acknowledgments for inquiries, orders and order changes are provided 
to the customer according to SOP-0003 Contract Review.  Order requirements are documented 
using an online order entry program. 
 
Methods used to obtain new and active customer feedback are telemarketing and surveys. 
Customer complaints are documented and tracked in nonconformity reports (QIDs) and new 
and active customer surveys. 
 
7.3 Design and Development 
 
McNichols Company performs no design activities as part of its products or services; therefore, 
the requirements for Design and Development are not applicable. 
 
7.4 Purchasing 
 
7.4.1 Purchasing Process 
 
Suppliers are assessed based on their ability to provide products and services that consistently 
meet specified requirements. If deemed acceptable, suppliers are placed on an Approved 
Supplier List. Purchases are made only from organizations appearing on the list. Approved 
suppliers are evaluated periodically according to documented instructions and criteria. Records 
of evaluations are provided to suppliers and are accessible to those who need to review them. 
Approved suppliers that fall short of meeting evaluation criteria are asked to take corrective 
action through the Supplier Corrective Action Request (SCAR) process and can be removed from 
the Approved Supplier List as appropriate. 
Reference:  SOP-0026 Purchasing 
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7.4.2 Purchasing Information 
 
Purchasing requirements, such as type of material, quantity, quality specifications, delivery, 
etc., are clearly defined on McNichols Company purchasing documents (purchase orders).  
These documents are reviewed for completeness and for adequacy of specified requirements 
and approved by designated personnel prior to release.  These approved documents are then 
provided to the supplier for order fulfillment. 
 
7.4.3 Verification of Purchased Product 
 
Before use, incoming materials and services are inspected with the intention of verifying that 
purchased goods and/or services conform to specified requirements.  Inspection of product at 
the supplier’s facility for both McNichols Company and its customers, when required, is made a 
part of the contract. 
 
7.5 Production and Service Provision 
 
McNichols Company performs no service provision activities as part of its products or services; 
therefore, the requirements for Service Provision are not applicable. 
 
7.5.1 Control of Production 
 
Customer Service Specialists clearly describe product characteristics in applicable 
documentation, such as purchase orders, order contracts and process tickets, using descriptive 
item numbers and special processing instructions.  The documentation is used by Operations 
personnel and McNichols Company suppliers to fill requested orders and ensure control of 
production. 
 
Value-added processing at McNichols Company consists primarily of cutting, shearing, welding, 
and painting.  When processing is required, qualified Operations personnel follow written 
procedures and work instructions in order to carry out process activities under controlled 
conditions and in a consistent manner. 
 
Critical product characteristics are monitored and controlled throughout processing during in-
process inspections.  Criteria for workmanship are stipulated by customer requirements, 
industry guidelines, training videos and work instructions.  Measuring equipment is available at 
all workstations to verify product conforms to order requirements. 
 
McNichols Company maintains its processing equipment (e.g. shears, saws, cranes and forklifts) 
in a safe and clean environment.  New processes and equipment are introduced according to a 
quality plan.  Scheduled maintenance is performed on equipment to maintain reliability in 
operation. 
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All products are subject to final inspection prior to packaging and delivery.  Final inspection 
criteria are documented on order paperwork and in work instructions.  Product is released only 
after meeting inspection criteria. 
 
Transportation services are contracted for delivery of product.  Only contractors listed on the 
Approved Supplier List are used by McNichols Company to deliver material.  However, 
customers may specify a delivery carrier as part of their contract, and their requirement will 
take precedence. 
 
7.5.2 Validation of Processes for Production 
 
Welding is a special process carried out by McNichols Company, for which the quality of work 
cannot be verified except through use or destructive testing. Welding processes are controlled 
by ensuring welders have completed the training program, and/or have been certified. A 
workmanship criteria book (The Hole Standards Manual) depicts examples of suitable product 
characteristics. Welders must demonstrate competence before they are released to produce 
product. Re-testing of certified welders is performed every six months.  Training, certification 
and re-testing records are maintained per SOP-0016 and FCD-0123. 
 
7.5.3 Identification and Traceability 
 
Products are identified in all stages of product realization by tagging or marking material with a 
product description. 
 
Evidence of receiving, in-process and final inspection is documented on applicable inspection 
records, which clearly indicate whether the product has passed or failed the inspection.  
Following inspections, acceptable products are clearly identified with tags or markings.  
Unacceptable product is tagged “Do Not Use” unless disposed of immediately, and is handled 
according to SOP-0013 Control of Nonconforming Material. 
 
When product traceability is a requirement of the order, material is ordered from suppliers who 
can provide traceability through material certification reports. Material is segregated and 
identified with the Purchase Order Number, which is then traceable to the certification report.  
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7.5.4 Customer Property 
 
It is infrequent that McNichols Company receives an order for processing customer-supplied 
material; but in those few cases, a system has been established to inspect, maintain, store, 
handle and use customer material with care to prevent damage, loss or deterioration. 
Customer Supplied Property is tagged “CSP” and identified with the customer name and order 
number. If customer property is lost or damaged, the issue is documented on the order 
paperwork and the customer is notified immediately to make the disposition. Records of 
customer property that is lost, damaged or found to be unsuitable for use are maintained per 
SOP-0016 for order paperwork. 
 
Customer property is defined as personal data that identifies or has sensitive information that 
includes but is not limited to names, addresses, contacts, bank account and/or credit card 
information, and other details, that is controlled by the McNichols Company network. 
 
7.5.5 Preservation of Product 
 
A floor plan identifies designated receiving areas, storage areas, and process areas for each 
McNichols Company location.  Only trained Operations personnel are permitted to receive and 
dispatch material.  Qualified Operations personnel use forklifts and cranes to transport 
material. 

 
Inventory is received and inspected according to the specifications on the Purchase Order. 
Operations personnel are responsible for the maintenance and control of all material in and out 
of the storage area.  Material is identified with product identification information and placed in 
storage locations as appropriate for the material type.  Operations personnel visually check the 
condition of storage areas routinely as a safety precaution, and for cleanliness and orderly 
storage. 

 
Physical inventory is assessed at periodic intervals to ensure inventory levels are accurate and 
material is in the proper location.  The condition of the material is assessed, and nonconforming 
material is handled according to SOP-0013 Control of Nonconforming Material. 

 
Packaged material is stored in the shipping area, protected against damage and deterioration, 
until it is picked up for delivery. Storage areas are clean, well lit and maintained in good 
condition to prevent damage or deterioration of stored material.  When required, material is 
protected by rust-preventive oil.  Cardboard covers may be used to protect flat stock in storage.  
When bulk material is received and inspected, the material remains in its original packaging to 
reduce damage and deterioration. 

 
Operations personnel package and label materials for shipment according to McNichols 
Company standard packaging methods, unless otherwise specified by the customer.  Packaging 
methods have been designed to meet criteria of common delivery carriers and ensure against 
damage or deterioration during shipment. 
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7.6 Control of Monitoring and Measuring Equipment 
 
McNichols Company provides its Operations personnel with monitoring and measuring 
equipment used to verify dimensions and tolerances.  All McNichols measuring equipment is 
marked with a unique identification number and listed on an inventory log. A tape measure is 
the primary piece of measuring equipment. 
 
Calipers, micrometers and any other standards that may be used for investigative purposes are 
calibrated and certified by approved suppliers. Calibrations are traceable to a national standard, 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Calibration schedules are maintained in 
a calibration history log that identifies the device, the last calibration date and the next due 
date. Calibration frequency is determined based on evaluation of historical data. The calibration 
status for McNichols measuring equipment (other than a tape measure) is identified by a 
sticker, placed on either the instrument or its container that denotes the dates of the current 
and next calibration. Operations personnel perform zero-check verification on calipers and 
micrometers prior to each use.  Calibration records are reviewed for completeness and to 
ensure appropriate calibration intervals have been assigned. 
 
Tape measures are verified for accuracy and are regularly inspected for wear.  Tape measures 
that are found to be unsuitable for use are immediately taken out of service and replaced.  This 
ensures that tape measures used for processing are always conforming to requirements and 
products are not adversely affected. 
 
Measuring equipment is handled and stored in a manner that ensures against adjustments that 
would invalidate the measurement result. They are protected from damage and deterioration 
during handling, maintenance and storage. 
 
No computer software is used in any monitoring and measuring or control of the devices. 
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8. Measurement, Analysis and Improvement 
  
8.1 General 
 
McNichols Company has implemented monitoring, measurement and analysis processes 
needed to ensure that customer requirements are achieved, and that the effectiveness of the 
Quality Management System is continually improved. 
 
Statistical methods are used to generate useful and relevant data for the purpose of identifying 
problems, their causes, results of improvements, and for formulating goals and objectives for 
continuous improvements. Results of analyses are communicated to interested parties. 
 
8.2 Monitoring and Measurement 
 
8.2.1 Customer Satisfaction 
 
Customer satisfaction is monitored and measured in multiple ways. 

 Customer Satisfaction Surveys and Questionnaires monitor customer perception. 

 Field Service Reports document customer feedback during visits. 

 Nonconformance reports (Quality Issue Documentation - QIDs) are documented each 
time a customer notifies McNichols Company of a problem with their order.  Each 
problem is categorized by issue type and the number of incidences of each category is 
calculated monthly as a percentage of orders to identify trends. 

 Customer complaints that had significant impact or resulted from a repetitive 
nonconformance are documented in Corrective Action Requests. 

 As a supplier, McNichols Company may receive a Supplier Corrective Action Request 
(SCAR) from a customer as a result of a significant or repetitive nonconformance. 

 
Nonconformances, complaints and SCARs are handled immediately by customer service 
personnel and/or their managers in order to correct the problem and satisfy the customer. 
Trends in QID categories are reviewed at Management Review meetings where action items are 
identified for continual improvement. 
 
In order to determine employee perception of satisfaction, McNichols Company conducts a 
self-assessment survey annually, requesting feedback from employees on how the Company is 
performing and how internal processes are working. 
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8.2.2 Internal Audit 
 
McNichols Company views the audit of its Quality Management System as critical to its 
effectiveness; and review of audit results is fundamental for continuing quality improvement. 
 
The Quality Department has established a documented procedure for internal quality audits 
that ensures comprehensive audits are planned and performed at least annually in all areas of 
the ISO 9001:2008 compliant Quality Management System and that records shall be 
maintained. Audits are planned, taking into consideration the importance of the processes and 
the results of prior audits. Qualified internal auditors are responsible for conducting and 
documenting audits, ensuring documented procedures accurately detail current practices and 
that they are effective, and for verifying compliance to planned arrangements by a review of 
records. 
 
Auditors issue Corrective Action Requests (CARs) to the manager of the audited area for all 
noncompliant findings. The manager responsible for the area, activity, or procedure showing 
deficiencies is required to take timely corrective action and provide evidence of the necessary 
corrective actions taken. Results of audits and the effectiveness of the corrective action are 
reviewed at Management Review meetings. 
 
Reference: SOP-0017 Internal Quality Audits 
 
8.2.3 Monitoring and Measurement of Processes 
 
Quality Management System processes are continually monitored for effectiveness in the 
following ways: 
 

 Measuring profitability 

 Tracking nonconformance report (QID) category trends 

 Reviewing root causes of customer complaints and other corrective and preventive 
action requests 

 Evaluating processes during internal audits 

 Measuring productivity 

 Measuring capability to provide stock material  

 Monitoring supplier performance and ability to meet requirements 
 
Correction or corrective actions are issued for ineffective processes or those that need 
improvement.  Nonconforming or ineffective processes are also reviewed at Management 
Review meetings where action items are assigned. 
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8.2.4 Monitoring and Measurement of Product 
 
McNichols Company Operations personnel inspect materials at appropriate stages of product 
realization to verify that product requirements are met.  These inspections occur when material 
is received, during processing (if applicable), and before it is packaged and shipped to the 
customer.  Details for carrying out these inspections, including the inspection criteria, are 
documented in controlled work instructions.  Following each required inspection, the inspector 
initials and dates the inspection record as evidence of product conformity.  Product is not 
released to the customer unless all required inspections have been conducted and inspection 
records indicate that product meets the specified requirements for delivery to the customer.  
Inspection records are maintained according to SOP-0016 Quality Records. 
 
8.3 Control of Nonconforming Product 
 
Controls and related responsibilities and authorities for dealing with nonconforming product 
are defined in SOP-0013 Control of Nonconforming Material.  Nonconforming material is 
segregated, if possible, and clearly identified to prevent misuse.  Authorized personnel 
determine if nonconforming material may be accepted as is with the approval of the customer 
(possibly under new terms), reworked to meet the specified requirements, re-graded and used 
for an alternate order, scrapped, or returned to the party responsible for the non-conformance, 
such as a freight carrier or supplier.  If reworked, the material is re-inspected for conformance.  
Records of nonconforming material and the subsequent actions taken are documented in the 
nonconformance report (QID) and maintained in accordance with SOP-0016 Quality Records. 
 
When nonconforming material is detected after delivery, McNichols Company takes action 
appropriate to the effects, or potential effects, of the nonconformity. 
 
Reference:  SOP-0013 Control of Nonconforming Material 
 
8.4 Analysis of Data 
 
Data gathered during monitoring and measurement processes and from other sources, such as 
supplier evaluations, nonconformance reports, corrective actions, and customer feedback, is 
analyzed to determine the suitability and effectiveness of the Quality Management System and 
to evaluate where continual improvement can be made. 
 
Bar charts, pie charts and spreadsheets are used where practical and applicable, but especially 
for summary analyses of nonconforming material, corrective action requests, customer 
complaints and credit memo analysis. 
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8.5 Improvement 
 
8.5.1 Continual Improvement 
 
Continuous improvement of the effectiveness of the Quality Management System is achieved 
by: 

 establishing quality objectives that support the quality policy, measuring their 
performance, analyzing trends, 

 identifying noncompliance and needs for improvement in the internal audit process, 

 taking corrective action when processes fail, and preventive actions when areas for 
improvement are found, and 

 acting on outputs from the management review meetings. 
 
Once improvement needs are identified, action items are assigned and improvement projects 
are coordinated and carried out as appropriate.  New quality objectives may be created or 
existing objectives may be modified.  When improvements are needed within a department or 
district, these projects are the responsibility of department and district managers or their 
designees. When needed improvements involve multiple departments and/or districts, the 
Quality Department, Senior Management and “Best Practice” teams coordinate and carry out 
these projects. 
 
8.5.2 Corrective Action 
 
Repetitive nonconformance and those nonconformances that significantly impacted the 
customer (internal or external) are documented in Corrective Action Requests (CAR).  
Responsibilities and procedures for issuing Corrective Action Requests are documented in SOP-
0014 Corrective and Preventive Action.  All McNichols employees are responsible for initiating 
CARs when appropriate.  The assignee of a CAR is responsible for identifying the root cause of 
the nonconformance and for determining, implementing and documenting the corrective 
action.  Once implemented, corrective actions are reviewed for effectiveness and approved by 
both the requestor and the Manager of Quality and Service Excellence.  District and 
Department Managers are responsible for periodically reviewing CARs in Management Review 
meetings to ensure timely and effective responses. 
 
Reference:  SOP-0014 Corrective and Preventive Action 
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8.5.3 Preventive Action  
 
Potential problems and opportunities for improvement are documented in Preventive Action 
Requests (PAR).  Responsibilities and procedures for issuing Preventive Action Requests are 
documented in SOP-0014 Corrective and Preventive Action.  All McNichols employees are 
responsible for initiating PARs when appropriate to avoid or eliminate the possibility of a future 
problem or nonconformance.  The assignee of a PAR is responsible for identifying the root 
cause of the potential nonconformance and for determining, implementing and documenting 
the preventive action.  Once implemented, preventative actions are reviewed for effectiveness 
and approved by both the requester and the Manager of Quality and Service Excellence.  
District and Department Managers are responsible for periodically reviewing PARs in 
Management Review meetings to ensure timely and effective responses. 
 
Reference:  SOP-0014 Corrective and Preventive Action 
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